ANDREA SOOCH – What social media is saying:
Scott Summitt Sophisticated, fashionable, smart, savvy, beautiful, graceful ~
Doctor/Surgeon, Mom, Hip Grandmother, Fashion Editor, Business Professional, CEO,
Lawyer ~ Lady of power & compassion
Cherie S. Mendez I see a very strong yet compassionate no nonsense Doctor, Mom,
Therapist - (hot therapist) White collar professional. She gets the job done and you can
be 100% sure she's got your back. Trustworthy.
Elizabeth Spoelstra Zimmerman Fashion editor or literary agent. Someone with a
sense of style. Well-traveled. Well-educated. Upper class. Young Holland Taylor.
Carolyn Quant Regal, aristocrat, stunning, European, polished, sensual, enviable,
Educated...just beautiful :))
Sarah Young professor, magical, owner of a pub, reminds me of Jean Smart. You
know something we don't know!
Kathleen Dyer Ambassador, college president, US president or high ranking politician, old money
powerful, a good matriarch, watches out for her friends and family without getting walked all over.
Eric Feltes Beautiful! Young (but not too young) grandmother. Country-livin. Tough-love type. Sort of a
Diane Keaton, but maybe less emotional and more factual.
Michelle D'Alessandro Hatt I see a Meryl Streep-like combination of vulnerability and resiliency.
Tamara Elizabeth Marshall I see a Barbra Streisand vibe. Gorgeous eyes. I agree trust worthy and
sincere. Im going to say it "cougar" sexy professional.
John Wilkins wise, demanding, comfortable in her place, knowing, great shot- leaves a wide range of
interpretation
Stephanie Bergeron Wise, earthy, secretive, someone who teaches by leading others to discover for
themselves- nudges rather than lays it all out point-blank. Shop owner, gardener, definitely in tune with
her surroundings.
Jana Stella upper-class, elegant, could either be decked out in designer clothes or a bit more spiritual, a
sly smile-maybe has a secret
Ciara Mashea Curran Warm, caring, teacher, mother, mentor, trusted friend, woman you don't want to
mess with
Jeremy Leroux wise, experienced, kind, mysterious, secretive, tough
Darcey Rhoads Doting wife who is actually running everything under the husband's nose, upper crust,
therapist, equal parts kindness and cunning.
Shirl Boe President, a leader, a queen. A high-ranking politician's wife with great influence herself. A very
warm loving grandmother also. Definitely an inspirational woman.
Denzil J. Meyers strong, independent, mischievous. not afraid to forge her own path. Hospital
administrator or creative exec, sure. not many men can keep up with her.
Gracy Goldman PRESENT, Sophisticated, Cunning, 'doesn't suffer fools gladly', seductress,
temptress, knowing, villainess, heiress, royalty, authoritative (high position in....), European, Wife, Doctor,
Corporate, Legal, Judge, Icy.

